
Authors, editors and translators:
'doing History' and the born-digital archive



D. A. M. I. T.

Date it was produced: 

Author who produced it: 

Motivation for producing it: 

Intended audience or readership: 

Test against your own knowledge.



Analysing a Primary 

Source
Date it was produced

Author who produced it

Motivation for producing it

Intended audience or readership

Test the answer against your own 

knowledge & experience



Seán McLoughlin’s account  written c. 35 years after 1916 Rising

Bureau of Military History WS: 270



Nurse Bridget O’Farrell.
Accompanied Pearse
during the surrender 

negotiations



By The National Archives (UK) - The National Archives (UK), CC https
://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=16886968BY 3.0, 

Analysing an Archive / Collection
 When was it collected?
 Who did the collecting/archiving?
 Why was it collected?
 What was included / excluded
 What records were lost?
 Who was the archive for?
 What does your own experience 

tell you about the answers?



D.A.M.I.T. Can I produce a critical analysis of a digital repository?

Date it was produced How sophisticated was the database / Information Retrieval at the time? 

How much of the archive had been digitized? 

Author /editor who 

produced it
Who created the Dbase / metadata / Info Retrieval algorithm? How 

accurate was the transcription software and metadata creation?

Can we trust their skills? What natural bias might exist? What editorial 

decisions were made? Can the process be revealed + understood?
Motivation for 

producing it
Commercial genealogy company? State-sponsored commemoration? 

Humanities Research? Computer Science research?
Intended audience or 

readership
Who is it for – general public? Local/family historians?

Academic researchers?

Test against own 

knowledge
Knowledge Gap between the Computer Science and Humanities -

Can a Historian ‘do History’ on the digital ‘creation + editorial’ process?



1: All records produced at the time

2: subset that survive in the physical archive 

3: subset of records which are digitized 

4: attributes captured by the metadata 

5: prioritized search results.
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